Abstract: Epilepsy is a neurological issue set apart by abrupt intermittent scenes of tactile unsettling influence, loss of cognizance, or seizures, related with unusual electrical movement in the mind. Seizures can impact any procedures in the directions of our mind, there is a transient perplexity, memory misfortune and lost awareness. Epilepsy has no recognizable reason in about portion of those with the condition, the condition might be followed to different variables head injury, mind wounds, hereditary impact. Such injuries have ended being not kidding and lethal much of the time, to maintain a strategic distance from such full of feeling mishaps, the reason for this undertaking is to propose a (model) gadget which will estimate the physiological changes in the human body before the repetitive scenes of seizures will be checked. The patient will be advised preceding the loss of cognizance and tangible unsettling influence. The gadget will detect the limit estimation of the customized physiological parameter, on the increase of this edge a caution or a notice will be gotten from the gadget, this will guarantee a conceivable recovery to a patient. Preventive measures to a patient can be taken to verify any unexpected incidental injury.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Epilepsy is a standout amongst the most common neurological issue in human beings.it is described seizures in which typical electrical action in the cerebrum is translated and causes the loss of awareness or an entire body spasm. Patients are ignorant of the event of seizure because of the irregular idea of them which may expand the danger of physical damage or may prompt uneven accidents.Studies demonstrate that 4-5% of the absolute total populace has been experiencing epilepsy. Electroencephalogram is one of the significant instruments for conclusion and investigation of epilepsy. Electroencephalogram is the recorded portrayal of electrical action delivered by terminating of neuron inside the cerebrum along the scalp. For chronicle of EEG, cathodes will be stuck at some key focuses on the patient's head. Cathodes get the sign and will be recorded in a chronic gadget through wires which are associated with terminals. As complete visual investigation of EEG sign is troublesome, programmed location is liked. Fourier change has been most normally utilized in beginning of preparing of EEG signals. The mechanized analysis of epilepsy can be subdivided into pre-preparing, highlight extraction, and order. Seizure identification can be delegated either seizure beginning recognition or seizure occasion discovery. In seizure beginning discovery the intention is to perceive the beginning of seizure with the most brief conceivable deferral. The motivation behind seizure occasion identification is to distinguish seizures with the most elevated conceivable exactness.

II. METHODOLOGY & TEST RESULTS

The gadget can estimate physiological changes before the epilepsy seizures. The model comprises of a sensor, the sensor will recognize any unusual changes in the physiological parameters in the patient preceding the seizure reoccurrence, when the customized limit will be crossed this will buzz an alert in the gadget and the wellbeing estimates will be taken to the patient. There are mostly two types of components that will be used in this project.

1. Sensors
2. Buzzers

Sensor:
A sensor is an electronic item whose object is to distinguish the occasions or change in its condition and after that give a relating yield.

Use Of Sensor:
A sensor can be utilized to recognize the change, the typical fundamental action in the body, it alludes to the identification of the anomalous conduct of the physiological parameters of a human body of the patient, the model depends on the implanted programming which depends on the set edge, a predisposition will be set for the sensor.
**Buzzer:**
A buzzer is an electronic device that gives a buzzing noise, as an alarm which is used for signalling purpose.

**III. Future Work**
- Looking for preferable sensor to detect the change in vital parameter.
- Programming the sensor using embedded programming.
- Testing the device to forecast the seizure attack.
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